ABSTRACT To balance the convergence speed and the solution's diversity in the large-scale travel salesman problem (TSP), this paper proposes a new heuristic communication heterogeneous dual population ant colony optimization (HHACO). First, the main characteristics of HHACO are the heuristic communication and the two heterogeneous ant colonies. Heuristic communication, an indirect communication strategy, helps improve the deviation of solution. Heterogeneous ant colonies are beneficial to balance the convergence speed and the diversity of solution, in which one ant colony is in charge of solution's diversity and the another one in charge of convergence speed inspiring from nature evolution with self-adaptive ability. Besides, this paper takes advantage of orthogonal test to discuss the parameters in HHACO algorithm and a better parameters' set is obtained. Then, HHACO algorithm is applied to solve TSP, and meanwhile characteristics of different ant colonies in HHACO are discussed. Finally, HHACO is compared with the other dual colonies algorithms and several classic ant colony optimization algorithms, and results suggest that the HHACO has a better performance in the large-scale problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
At the early 1990s, M. Dorigo has proposed the ant system optimization (ACO) algorithm with a better performance on some problems [1] . ACO is an algorithm that relies on a lot of individualities' activities and feedback of information. Although one ant's activity is very simple, activity of the whole ant colony is acceptable. During the evolution, indirect information exchange basing on pheromone plays a significant role.
About the algorithm, no doubt that we should pay attention to the balance between acquiring the better solutions and taking less time to find the solutions. Generally, the quality of them may not be well as we want if we get a solution at less time, otherwise at much time. From the appearance of the first ACO algorithm, ant system (AS), many researchers have devoted themselves into the research and have obtained lots of better results.
Ant colony system (ACS) [2] , one of the best ACO algorithms, has two prime methods, including global pheromone updating using the best so far path, which will improve the convergence speed, and local pheromone updating using all ants' path, which can improve the quality of solution.
To improve the quality of the solution, Max-Min Ant system (MMAS) confines the pheromone from a city to another city to a limit, which, as the description of the algorithm's name, will not be above the maximal pheromone amount, and nor below the minimal pheromone amount, an effectual method that improved solution diversity by maintaining exploration capacity. Besides, MMAS only allow the best so far road update pheromone, a method contributing to convergence speed [3] . Unlike the algorithms mentioned before that both have two separate methods to balance the exploration and exploitation, Rank Based Ant System (RAS) just only proposed a single method that sorts the ants according to road length and updates pheromone according to the sequence, which conduct that the best so far ant has more influences on following solutions construction stage and the worst ant also has influences but it is the smallest. In other words, RAS designed many methods equaling to ant number according to ants' behavior [4] . Overall, three classical algorithms all think of how to use the pheromone information and combine methods of helpful exploration and methods of helpful exploitation.
Given that a better solution could be got just in one ant colony by using combination of different methods, many researchers have begun to think whether a better solution can be got by means of cooperation of multi ant colonies.
The first issue in multi colony algorithm is what kind of information should be selected to exchange and how to use the information. Kruger et al. proposed a method that added the received matrices multiplied by a factor to the local pheromone matrices, and they concluded that it is better to exchange only the best solution rather than the whole pheromone matrices [5] . Chu et al. proposed that the best route of all groups are applied into updating all groups' pheromone matrices, except itself of course [6] . SeungGwan Lee also noticed the best solution, and he designed a multi colony network and added a fixed colony's solution to the fixed colony, an exchange of the local best solution in a sense. But, the information are also used at global updating stage [7] . C. Twomey et al. have proposed that the best route of a colony are send to other colony and replace the worst of the colony [8] .
These ways all need extra compute steps to realize the information exchange, for example, updating the global pheromone matrices. Besides, there is a potential drawback to make all colony's pheromone matrices identical, especially making the pheromone level on the global path identical, which will cause the algorithm stagnate and reduce the diversity of solution. And if most of colonies' pheromone matrices are similar, the multi ant colony algorithm is alike one ant colony algorithm. [11] On the other hand, these ways use greedy decisions to be heuristic in ant colony optimization algorithm, which often causes very poor choices in the final phase of the solution construction [9] . So, we take a colony's pheromone matrix as another ant colony's heuristic information to direct the latter ant's solution construction. In this way, we can maintain the independence of one colony and use one colony experience to direct another colony solution construction, and it is very simple without any extra steps.
The second question is whether we must apply homogenous colonies. At the beginning, most of researchers have applied homogenous colonies [5] - [8] . These ways can improve the diversity of the solution a little, but it is just relying on the probability of the basic ant colony algorithm. To some extent, using the heterogeneous ant optimization algorithms is more possible to avoid the premature convergence. DENG Ke et.al applied the Elitist Ant System (EAS) and Rank Ant System (RAS) to improve the convergence speed and avoid the premature convergence [10] . ZHANG Peng et.al have proposed that EAS is combined with ACS, which makes the algorithm have an acceptable solution as soon as possible at the early stage and a better solution diversity at the later stage [11] . According to the division of labor in the real nature of ants, solder ant and worker ant, ZHANG Xiaowei et.al design two different colonies, called soldier and worker ant population to balance the solution diversity and convergence speed [12] .
However, they all not take that we could make the different ant colony have different capability rather than having all kinds of capability in one ant colony. In other words, every ant colony could have its own distinct capability.
Given that some researchers have concluded that the performance will be improved with several colonies in one algorithm, we propose a heterogeneous ant colony optimization algorithm to improve further performance of algorithm. In the algorithm, one ant colony is called ant system (AS) [1] that make the whole algorithm solution construction more diversity, and one ant colony is called Improved Ant Colony System (IACS), proposed in this paper, that make the whole algorithm convergence speed quicker, which make the whole algorithm find acceptable solution more quickly at the early stage.
To solve a large-scale TSP, we should take more attention to balance the convergence speed and solution's diversity. To have a better diversity than traditional multi populations and reduce the communication cost, we propose a new communication strategy, which is indirectly applying an ant colony's pheromone matrix to the other ant colony as heuristic information. To balance the convergence speed and diversity of solution than other heterogenous population algorithms, this paper is employing two heterogeneous ant colonies having their own characteristic and one of them is more emphasized the convergence speed. In the comparison of different algorithm, our algorithm HHACO has a better average result in large-scale problem.
Besides, to get a better parameters' set as soon as possible, we apply the orthogonal test and we obtain a better set from 81 situations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we described related work, including two classic ACO algorithms and a local algorithm used by many ACO. We have proposed our algorithm in section 3 and 4. In section 5, we obtained our algorithm parameters' set with orthogonal test. In section 6, we have discussed the impact proposed in this paper. A comparison of different algorithm has been given in section 7 and conclusion are drawn in section 8.
II. RELATED WORK
A. ANT SYSTEM (AS) Dorigo. M. have proposed the Ant system (AS) in 1990s, and have successfully applied it to solve TSP [1] . In brief, AS contains two stages, and the first is counting the probability form one city to another city according to (1) , and the second is updating the pheromone according to (2) .
Where τ ij is the pheromone between city i and city j, and η ij is the visibility equaling to 1/d ij and where α and β are parameters that control the relative importance of trail pheromone versus visibility. And d ij is the distance from city i to city j. where allowed k is a city set of allowed from city i.
Where ρ is a parameter and (1 − ρ) denotes the evaporation of trail pheromone between time t and t + n, and τ ij following (3)
Where τ k ij is the amount per iteration of path of trail pheromone laid on the edge (i,j) by the k-th ant between time t and time t+n, it is following (4).
where the Q is an unchangeable parameter and L k is the length of the k-th ant route.
In AS algorithm, we use per iteration results to update the pheromone of the path, and the pheromone matrices will have an impact on the next solution construction. The algorithm has never emphasized the best result at the stage of pheromone updating and every stage is different, and therefore solution constructions are more various better than other algorithms. It is important that at the latter iteration stage, there is trend that AS has less probability to fall into stagnation that all ants destining to select a same road.
Through AS algorithm generally cannot get a better solution than other ACO, it has a better diversity. Therefore, it will become a strong point if AS is a portion of a new algorithm.
B. ANT COLONY SYSTEM (ACS)
Usually, not only be the performance considered, but also the time to find the best solution, and sometimes, we prefer to spend less time to find a better solution rather than spending a lot of time to find the best solution. But, it is interesting to realize that we may get a better solution after we more emphasize the time of obtaining a better solution.
Taking the ACS algorithm [2] for instance, Dorigo. M has proposed a series of methods to improve the performance of the AS algorithm. The first method is alerting the solution construction stage by taking the definite stage into a stochastic stage. ACS solution construction is following (5) .
In fact, the second formula above is basic exploration like AS and the first is exploitation. Where q 0 is a parameter we can set according to experience and the q is a random number producing automatically by computer or software and S is equal to (1) . With help of this rule, ACS has a chance to apply the best so far information and to avoid the local optimum. And in a sense, ACS algorithm is more emphasizing the best road than AS algorithm.
Besides, they also proposed the global pheromone updating stage like a method of elitist. With global updating rule, the latter ants will apply the frontal best ants' information to find a better solution as soon as possible. Meanwhile, to avoid falling into the frontal ants' path so much that the whole algorithm falls into the local optimum, they have designed the local pheromone updating rule. With this rule, every ant will consume some of the pheromone in the edges they have visited. This means that we can use this rule to improve the solution diversity and further gain a better solution.
As mentioned before, we can obtain a better solution during an acceptable time with the ACS algorithm. But, with no doubt, there is a trend to lose few of diversities of solution especially at the latter stages. In general, all ants will construct a same route even if they do not have a same start point, and that is too say that our algorithm will not find any different path, and algorithm is likely to fall into local optimum.
Global pheromone updating stage is help of convergence speed, and it has just applied the global information that is accumulated by ant from the first ant to this iteration ants. But, the best ant information of every iteration is useful like the global information [2] . If we apply both of global and every iteration information, the convergence speed could be improved. Now that it is better that apply the best information of every iteration, we can apply better information of every iteration. In the other words, to improve convergence speed of the algorithm further, not only can the global best ant information be used, but also the best and better solution of every iteration can be used.
C. 3-OPT LOCAL SEARCH ALGORITHM
Local search is designed to try to find a better solution with a complete already existing solution by defining a new neighborhood node. Many researchers' works have proved that the 3-opt local search algorithm is effective in terms of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [9] , [13] . Using 3-opt local search algorithm, ACO algorithm solution have a chance to be changed, and the result will be applied at pheromone updating stage if one result is better than the initial solution. We don't have to afraid that this method makes the iteration degenerate because worse of results will not be used to replace the initial solution, therefore 3-opt algorithm creates a chance to improve diversity of the solution. In consideration of the benefit, we will also apply 3-opt algorithm to have a better performance.
III. IMPROVED ANT COLONY SYSTEM (IACS)
To improve convergence speed of ACS, we propose an Improved Ant Colony System (IACS), which not only use the global best so far ant information but also the best and better of every iteration in the local updating pheromone stages. In IACS, all information of every iteration has been applied, but the better ants have more impacts on the later iterations, which is further imitate real ant colony behavior.
In IACS algorithm, the local updating pheromone rule is following (6) and (7) .
where α is a parameter called local pheromone evaporation rate, and τ ij is pheromone increment between city i and j υ is the number of elitist ants. Where L k is the path of the best ant among this iteration, and L wor is the path of the worst ant among the iteration. L are the route length of better ants among the iteration and L ave is the average path length among the iteration ants.
IACS attaches more importance to the better ants except the global best ant than ACS algorithm, which contributes to a higher convergence speed. It is useful as a portion of a new algorithm in charge of convergence.
IV. HHACO ALGORITHM
This paper proposes a Heuristic communication Heterogeneous dual population Ant Colony Optimization algorithm (HHACO) with AS and IACS introduced before, which the AS is help of the solution diversity and the IACS is help of convergence speed.
After initializing the parameters, AS is used to construct solution, following (8) and (9):
Where σ (r,s) is pheromone amount from city r to city s of another ant colony pheromone matrix, and γ is on behalf of relative importance of another ant colony pheromone matrix to this ant colony and γ ≥ 0. When γ = 0, the dual ant colonies are same as two ant colonies without any communications. σ (r,u) is on behalf of instruction from one ant colony to another ant colony, and it is similar to η(r,u) from humans' instruction, but σ (r,u) are from other ant colony. σ (r,s) will be changed according to another ant colony pheromone matrix and it follows (10) .
where NC is the iteration times and N is on behalf of positive integer, and exch is a constant after which different ant colony will exchange information. σ AS is heuristic information of ant colony using AS algorithm from another ant colony using IACS algorithm and σ IACS is heuristic information of ant colony using IACS algorithm from another ant colony using AS algorithm. τ IACS is pheromone matrix of ant colony using IACS algorithm and τ AS is pheromone matrix of ant colony using AS algorithm.
Algorithm HHACO shows framework of our algorithm.
Algorithm HHACO 1) Initialize parameters;
2) while termination condition is not satisfied do (a) construction solution with AS and IACS algorithm according to (8) and (9); (b) apply 3-opt for the global best solution; (c) AS algorithm updating pheromone according to (2) (3) and (4) (d) IACS algorithm updating local pheromone according to (6) and (7), and updating global pheromone; (e) if NC is a multiple of exch updates exchange information σ according to (10) (f) end if (g) NC = NC + 1;
3) end while

V. EXPERIMENT1: PARAMETERS' SET IN HHACO BY ORTHOGONAL TEST
Orthogonal test has a character that we can reduce times of experiment, but not depress the effect. In chief, the test is relying on orthogonal list and it has been applied to solve many problems. [15] In our algorithm, there are many parameters to have impacts on the performance. Therefore, we apply orthogonal test to our algorithm to get a better combination of parameters. As other orthogonal tests, the values in this paper are obtained by a preliminary optimization phase.
A. IACS PARAMETERS' SETTING
To have a better performance with IACS as mentioned before, we apply three levels and four factors orthogonal test shown in Table 1 and the levels are based on pre-experiments. The orthogonal test would find a better scheme of four factors, and tell us which factors will play importance role on the algorithm performance. We carry on 10 times of every program and further count the mean on TSP eil51 problem. Table 2 show the results of orthogonal test of IACS algorithm.
From the results, we know that the best scheme of parameters is that α is equal to 1, β is equal to 3, and ρ IACS global is equal to 0.1, ρ IACS local is equal to 0.08. The results show that heuristic factors should be higher than pheromone factors, and pheromone factors is the smallest and heuristic factor is the largest because a smaller pheromone factor is help of ant finding path which have not been visited, which is in favor of diversity at the later stage, and a larger heuristic factor is help of ant finding acceptable solution. Besides, ρ IACS local plays a more importance role than ρ IACS global . Local pheromone updating helps the algorithm find other routes that ants have not visited before, which was called exploration. But, global pheromone matrix updating helps the algorithm exploitation the best so far solution. It is interesting that heuristic factor and pheromone factor are more important than pheromone evaporation to aim at obtaining a shorter route length.
According to the results, the parameters combination shown in Table 3 is applied in the latter experiments if there are no any special explanations.
B. HHACO's PARAMETERS SETTING AND DISCUSSION
In HHACO, there are several parameters that should be set. To have a better performance of the whole algorithm, we separately apply the better combination of every algorithm above. About the special parameters, influence from another algorithm γ AS and γ IACS , and frequency of information exchange exch, three levels of every parameter are set as shown in Table 4 and the levels' values are based on pre-experiments.
Every program is conducted 10 times and the mean on TSP eil51 problem are calculated. Table 5 shows the result of orthogonal test with HHACO algorithm. From the result, exch is the most important factor and the smaller exch is, the better the performance is. Besides, influence of importance extent from another algorithm's information is approximately equal. Finally, parameters shown in Table 6 are applied in the latter of this paper.
VI. EXPERIMENT2: IMPACT OF HEURISTIC COMMUNICATION
In this section, the influences of the two heuristic factors, γ AS and γ IACS , have been discussed. In TSP of eil51, we carry out three simulation experiments. We conduct 50 times experiments of every set of parameters and the distances among cities are defined to be integers. The parameters combination and the statistical results are shown in Table 7 . And figures from Figure 1 to Figure 4 are showing four situations.
As mentioned before, AS algorithm has a better diversity of solution and IACS algorithm has a better convergence speed. Heuristic from AS to IACS in test 2 is the largest and it means that the whole algorithm has the best solution diversity among the three experiments, which will lead to the shortest path length. In test 3, the diversity could be the worst but the performance from the results is the best. In test 1, the heuristic factor from AS to IACS is equal to the heuristic factor from IACS to AS. From the results, three parameters' sets all can find the best road in this algorithm, but the times of finding the best road is different. The result VOLUME 5, 2017 suggests that test 3 is the better in terms of the maximal solution, average value of solution, median of solution. And standard deviation of test 3 is the smallest, test 2 is better, and test 1 is the worst. We know that diversity or convergence in test 2 and 3 is dominating than another, but they are equal in test 1. Therefore, the whole algorithm sometime has a better diversity and sometime have a better convergence. As shown in Figure 1 Figure 1 is better than Figure 2 no matter which of deviation. Further, the whole algorithm of test 1 has the worst standard deviation. As shown in figures, the situation in figure 1 obtain a better solution than figure 2, which figure 1 had a better deviation and figure 2 had a worse deviation.
Comparing test 2 with test 3, we can find that the whole performance is better when we attach more importance to convergence. We can also find that the third parameters' set of test 3, in summary, has a better performance than the other two cases. Because the heuristic form IACS to AS is 3, larger than heuristic from AS to IACS, and the whole algorithm is likely to obtain to a better solution during a fixed time and the whole algorithm has a steady result. Figure 4 suggests that deviation in AS is equal to deviation in IACS when parameters are set as test 3 and the whole algorithm obtains the best solution 427. Deviation in Figure 4 is lower than the situation in Figure 1 but larger than situation in Figure 2 , and the final path length is the shortest.
To some extent, the second test could have more opportunities to find the best, because heuristic factor form AS to IACS is 3 and heuristic factor from IACS to AS is 1, and AS have a better diversity than IACS. But the times of getting the best solution are the smallest because, in one sense, the iterations are so small that the algorithm has not been convergence in time. Therefore, the performance of whole algorithm is closer to AS algorithm performance. As shown in Figure 3 , result suggests that AS always has a better deviation, and IACS has a worse deviation at the earlier stage but has been influenced by AS. It is interesting that AS always has a better deviation but its amplitude become lower as the iteration becomes larger, and at the final stage the amplitude becomes lager with IACS algorithm's deviation is becoming larger.
VII. EXPERIMENT3: COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
To demonstrate performance of heuristic communication strategy and heterogenous dual ant colonies, we compare our algorithm with other ant colony algorithms, including several dual ant colonies algorithm with different communication strategy and different ant colony and several classical ACO (MMAS, ACS, AS) algorithms.
For every TSP benchmark from TSPLIB, every algorithm is executed 10 times experiments and all distances including one city to other city are defined to be integers in the experiment.
At first, comparisons between our algorithm and several dual ant colonies algorithms have been conducted. The first algorithm is a combination of AS and IACS without any communication strategies. The second is a combination of AS and IACS with a traditional communication strategy, which takes the best solution to all other ant colonies' solutions. The third is an association of AS and AS with communication strategy proposed in this article. Table 8 has shown statistic results of the four algorithms. The Table suggests that HHACO obtains a better performance, though the best result is 1 worse than the optimum known as so far in eil51 problem. From the stability of algorithm, HHACO has a better performance in terms of average path length, the maximum of the path length and the standard deviation of path length both in eil51 and KroA100 problem. Therefore, HACO is effective, which can obtain a better solution and the quality is better than other algorithms.
Both in eil51 and KroA100 problem, ACO_3 is the worst algorithm. In the algorithm, we apply two ant systems with heuristic communication strategy, which make the algorithm has a better diversity than other three algorithms and is like as two Ant System algorithms with no communication. Hence, the final solution is random and it has been proved because this algorithm has the worst standard deviation among four algorithms. Besides, this algorithm cannot find a better solution using the ants' evolutional information in a limited iteration. Because the city number in eil51 is smaller than KroA100, it suggests that larger diversity is in favor of the best solution in a small size Travel Salesman Problem.
In eil51 problem, ACO_2, a combination of AS and IACS proposed in this article with a traditional communication strategy, has a better performance than ACO_1, a combination of AS and IACS without any communication, but the situation is opposite in KroA100 problem. Traditional communication strategy applies the best solution among all other ant colonies, which makes the latter ants use the earlier ants' better information and therefore, the diversity of ACO_2 is worse than ACO_1. In eil51 problem, the city is smaller than KroA100, and ACO_2 sacrifice a lit bit diversity to get a better convergence. But in KroA100 problem, ACO_2 has a worse deviation and it cannot be made up, hence the whole algorithm cannot find a better solution in a finite iteration.
Besides, Table 9 has shown the comparison of several classical algorithms' average path lengths in eil51 and KroA100. In eil51, HHACO is not the best in terms of average length, but in KroA100, HHACO is the best algorithm. It can be concluded that HHACO is more effective in big size problem. Because HHACO applies a new heuristic communication strategy, which makes ant colonies not be communicating in a direct way and it is help of diversity. In the largescare problem, it may be more useful than in the small scare problem. Besides, the time cost of the algorithm has not been considered, we will take the cost into considerate when apply the algorithm to solve a real problem.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm called HHACO to solve the large-scale TSP. Indirect communication between ant colonies is contributing to solution diversity. Different abilities of different ant colonies are contributing to balance the convergence and the diversity, and one of ant colony is Ant System having better diversity and another is Improved Ant Colony System having evolution ability. Between the two ant colonies, an indirect communication has been proposed which is contributing to maintain the individuality of every colony. About the parameters in HHACO, we take advantage of the orthogonal test to get a better parameters' combination.
Results suggest that different parameters combination of communication accounts for different interaction performance. Besides, we compare our algorithm with other algorithms with different communication strategies and having two same ant colonies. The result suggests that HHACO has a better performance. We also compare our algorithm with other classical ant colony optimization algorithms. Results suggest that our algorithm has a better and stable optimum especially in the large-scale TSP.
In the future, we will further discuss the parameters setting and communication strategies, including dynamic information exchanging rate, and interaction influence among prime parameters, and combinations of direct communication with indirect communication. We will also apply our algorithm in other TSP and use it to apply actual problem such as mobile robot path planning.
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